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The Incident:
Recently onboard a geared cargo vessel discharging steel at one of the ports of Vancouver,
Canada, the stevedores refused to carry out cargo operations due to unsafe conditions in the
crane cabins. This caused severe delays to the vessel discharging schedule and cancelation of
both the morning and evening shifts by the stevedores.
Luckily there was no line-up of vessels at this port because at any time, while at berth, a vessel
is determined by the port authorities to be in non-compliance or substandard, or if the cargo
operation is interrupted the vessel owner/operator is held liable for all consequential delays,
damages, and costs; and the port also reserves the right to order the vessel to vacate the berth
if the cargo operation has not resumed within a certain time frame.
The subject vessel was a geared cargo vessel with five (5) hydraulically operated steel hatch
covers and four (4) electric/hydraulic deck cargo cranes.
In ports of Vancouver, before commencing cargo operations the stevedores will routinely check
proper crane functioning, crane cabins and emergency escape hatch windows/access located at
the front of the crane driver’s cabin. In this instance it was very unfortunate that the escape
hatch windows/access gratings were rusted / broken and window opening levers/locks were
rusted /jammed. The extent of the corrosion was so severe that entire gratings for all four (4)
cranes had to be renewed and the hatch access window hinges and locks had to be de-rusted and
freed. The entire fabrication of the gratings was done onboard by the vessel’s engineering
department. This took several hours and just as the stevedores were about to commence cargo
operations, another problem came to light. All four (4) crane cabins were missing the essential
emergency escape gear also known as the "Emergency Evacuation Brake Descenders". In
the light of this new safety issue the stevedores once again refused to carry out cargo operations.

What is an Emergency Evacuation Brake Descender?
Emergency Evacuation Brake Descenders or simply a Brake Descender allows a person to escape
from the crane’s cabin in an emergency like fire etc., by means of a safety harness attached to
the self-braking descenders – thus allowing the operator to lower himself from the crane’s
emergency escape hatch/window. The brake descenders will usually have a dual safety
mechanism – it will brake if the user either let’s go or squeezes too hard in panic.

Self-braking descender with anti-panic function by Petzl
Source: www.petzl.com
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The crew was quickly able to locate the minimum four (4) brake descenders (one for each crane)
in one of the storage lockers in the accommodation - these were not kept in the crane’s cabin for
fear of theft as explained by the crew later.
Once again when things started to get back to normal, it was soon discovered that three (3) out
of four (4) brake descenders were not in working condition. The vessel claimed that equipment
was never put to use in the last many years and thus probably the equipment suffered internal
corrosion and subsequent seizure. It literally took the entire deck and engine department to free
the equipment using WD40 spray, heating, hammering but in vain. Since lot of time had already
been wasted we advised the Master that it would be prudent to order four (4) full sets of new
brake descenders locally with the harness and about 20 meters of rope.
The following morning the stevedores tested the cranes, inspected the cabins and safety items
and when satisfied the cargo operations finally commenced after a full 24 hours of interruption.

Recommendation:
It is extremely important to carry out regular maintenance of all cargo gear/equipment onboard
and to keep maintenance records in order to prevent such problems in the future.

Photographs showing emergency escape hatches/ access of crane cabins after re-fabricating the
grating/hinges/locks
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Photographs showing parts of the hatch access and window assembly that were seized due to
rusting/corrosion
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Photographs showing seized “Emergency Escape Evacuation Brake Descenders”
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Photographs showing new set of “Emergency Escape Evacuation Brake Descenders” complete with
harness and rope

Disclaimer: This loss prevention bulletin is based on the author’s own research, knowledge and experience in the
subject matter and should only be used for reference rather than being taken as a legal advice for any particular
case or used for any other purpose.
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About AVA MARINE GROUP:
AVA Marine is a professional marine surveying and consultancy firm – founded and led by its principal marine
surveyor Kaivan H. Chinoy. The Company provides a comprehensive range of specialist marine surveying, marine
loss control & consultancy services primarily in Western Canada and the West Coast of the United States
To learn more about our marine surveying capabilities, visit our website at ava-marine.com
AVA Marine | Bunker Detective is also the member of the AIMU (American Institute of Marine Underwriters), CBMU
(Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters) and MIABC (Marine Insurance Association of British Columbia) and the
IBIA (The International Bunker Industry Association)
Global Network: Toronto |Houston| |Panama| Veracruz | Rio de Janeiro |Buenos Aires / San Lorenzo |Amsterdam |

Singapore |Shanghai
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